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Abstract 
 

Nowadays, network components get faster and faster, thus widening the 
gap between software simulators of new architectures and their respective 
hardware implementations. As a result, hardware acceleration could prove 
to be very useful, as it would be able to keep up with real hardware, thus 
assisting hardware engineers to prove the feasibility of their designs. In this 
thesis, a hardware accelerator simulator platform is proposed along with an 
accompanying buffered banyan switching fabric. 
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1 Introduction 
 
 
1.1 Motivation 
 
The introduction of bandwidth hungry applications both in corporate and client 
communications is one of the most consistent trends in the networking world. Multimedia 
applications that ride the Moore’s Law on one hand, produce excessive amounts of voice 
and video data to be relayed through the network, while booming business to business 
networking contributes small but frequent chunks of data between corporate 
headquarters. These network requirements are heavy burden to the current network 
infrastructure that relies mostly on IP protocol and wire cables.  
 
For all these reasons today’s technology is forced to build faster and faster networking 
components, like switches and routers1, which should also provide as many ports possible 
in order to cover growing demand in network speed. Today’s standards in link rates vary 
from 622 Mbps to 2.6 Gbps (OC-12 – OC-48) and they are expected to reach 10 Gbps 
shortly (OC-192). The number of ports currently supported by switches varies from tens 
to hundreds and it is expected to reach thousands in few years. 
 
In order to meet these challenges, designers have to use dedicated hardware and not 
general-purpose computers as network components. They also have to invent new (packet 
switch) architectures or to enhance the already existing, with ones that are scalable, fast 
and feasible. As a result, it is imposed to investigate ways to verify and test the new 
architectures for their characteristics, as well as to compare them with others. The 
common tactic is to use simulators for the architectures, being under development, 
comparison or testing. These simulators are fed with various test vectors and the results 
are analyzed. Simulators usually run in software on general purpose computers or 
workstations, they are many orders of magnitude slower than the real hardware that they 
simulate and their main drawback is that they are not scalable neither in the amount of 
input/output ports nor in the amount of internal flows. The latter is because they usually 
have to work in serial between all the nodes of the network, yielding to speed and 
scalability problems. Another disadvantage of these simulators is that while using them 
the designer could fall into traps by using complex mathematical techniques, advanced 
data structures or difficult algorithms without realizing that they are not feasible in real 
hardware that runs at a fast clock frequency. 
 
The traditional simulator drawbacks mentioned above, combined with the need to 
simulate faster and faster networks with increasing number of nodes, makes essential the 
need for the existence of a new platform or technique to implement network simulators. 

                                                 
1 at this point we should mention that the terms switch, router and network are used in this text 
interchangeably 
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1.2 This thesis 
 
In this thesis, we describe the architecture of a hardware platform that can be used in 
order to build accelerated network/switch simulators, as well as the implementation of a 
buffered banyan switching fabric on this platform. The name of this platform is ANSi and 
it stands for “Hardware Accelerated Network Simulator Platform”  
 
Under the scope of this work, the present author had the opportunity to work on the 
physical design of the ANSi Mainboard. This board is mainly used as a backplane to a 
systolic array of 8 FPGA development cards and is described in section 2. More 
precisely, firstly he defined its organization and its description in concept level. Then he 
described this organization with the appropriate software tool, in order to make the 
schematic of the board. Afterwards he set the physical constraints that the real mainboard 
should meet. For example, the mainboard should have the same size as a typical PC 
motherboard and that was because we wanted the whole system to fit in a typical 
Personal Computer Case. The latter added difficult restrictions to the placement of the 
components, as well as made the routing a very demanding problem, which turned to be 
unsolvable by automated routers. Thus, he did the whole routing of the PCB in full 
custom. When the PCB design was ready, the masks were sent to fabrication. After that, 
he soldered the components on the board following a particular loop of 2 consecutive 
steps in order to test the correctness of the circuit. The first step was to solder a new 
component and the second was to test whether the new component is working or not by 
the construction of specific blocks in Verilog HDL. 
 
In parallel, he worked on the design of a simulation model for the above system in 
Verilog Hardware Description Language, as well as on the writing of a user’s manual, 
which is provided in appendix A. 
 
The second part of this thesis was the full detailed Verilog HDL design of a simulator for 
a real switching fabric on the above platform. This switching fabric is called xBban, 
which stands for “Accelerated Buffered Banyan”. The organization of this switching 
fabric, as well as the specifications is described in section 3. A behavioural model of 
xBban was written in high level language C and its characteristics are described in 
appendix B. A basic feature of this model is that it is fully parametrizable (for example, 
the amount of inputs/outputs, the size of buffers and the number of stages).  After the 
functional verification of this behavioural model, the specifications of the synthesizable 
system were made clear. The next step was to design and build the synthesizable blocks 
that would be loaded into the FPGAs in the final system. This procedure is described 
thoroughly also in section 3. These blocks had to be parametrizable in order to provide 
the user with the ability to choose the specific values in compilation time. 
 
The next step was to find a way to establish communication between the simulator and a 
personal computer in order to insert test vectors into the simulator and to receive 
simulation results. Three possible ways are provided from ANSi. The first is the serial 
port that each ALTERA card includes by default, the second is the parallel ports built in 
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ANSi mainboard and the third is the Ethernet interfaces, also provided from ANSi. For 
each one of the above ways, an FPGA block had to be built or used, as well as software 
drivers and the appropriate applications had to be written. All the solutions found are 
presented in appendices C and D. 
 
 
1.3 Switch/Router architecture evolution 

 
This chapter describes switch/router architecture evolution, in order to clarify if and in 
which way they can be implemented in the proposed platform. Section 1.3.1 describes the 
three generations of switches; section 1.3.2 describes the most important switch 
topologies; and section 1.3.3 investigates the need for organizing the incoming packets in 
queues. 
 
 
1.3.1 Switch/ Router Generations 
 
The switches are classified in three generations. The switches of the first generation 
consist of a general-purpose computer and network interfaces. The processor undertakes 
the process of transfer. The incoming traffic is stored in the main memory, while the 
transmission of the cells to and from the memory is accomplished by the help of the 
computer’s common bus. The processor, the memory and the common bus constitute all 
constitute bottlenecks of the architecture. First generation switches are implemented very 
easily but can be used only in low speed networks. A first generation switch block 
diagram can be seen below. 
 

CPU

MEMORY

Line Cards

I/O Bus

Headers only

 
Figure 1 

 
In the second generation, the operations of routing and cell storage are distributed among 
the network interfaces, while the transmission of packets from the input to the output 
interfaces is carried out via a common bus. The bottleneck in this situation is the common 
bus. A second generation switch bock diagram is depicted in the figure below. 
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Figure 2 

 
The third generation of switches is more scalable than the other two. This generation 
introduced Switching Fabrics as a replacement of the bus. A Switching Fabric can pass 
multiple simultaneous transfers of packets with a maximum of N transactions when N 
Line cards are connected to the fabric. Switching Fabrics are thoroughly discussed in the 
following section, whereas a general Switching fabric diagram can be seen in the figure 
below. 
 

IN OUT

IN

IN

OUT

OUT

Scheduler

Switching Fabric

 
Figure 3 

 
 
1.3.2 Switching Fabrics 
 
The main topologies of switching fabrics are crossbars, banyans, benes, and batcher-
banyans. Crossbar is the simplest topology, which routes cells from N inputs to N outputs 
with complexity N2 (a NxN crossbar has N2 crosspoints). The simplest switching fabric 
topology, that supports autonomous routing (self-routing) of cells, is banyan. The routing 
complexity of a banyan topology with N inputs and N outputs is proportional to Nlog2N. 
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A banyan2 network is internally non-blocking when the cells in the inputs of the network 
are categorized according to increasing or decreasing sequence of their destination 
address (address of the output line of the network) and do not exist intermediate inputs 
without cells (holes are non-existent). Bennes is a topology that allows routing of cells 
without conflicts with the condition that the input cells are re-routed when a connection is 
established or stopped. The routing complexity is proportional to (Ν (log2 N  -1/2)). 
Finally, the combination of a sorting network with a banyan one creates a network that 
supports autonomous routing of cells and avoids the conflicts, without requiring re-
arrangement. The combination of a batcher sorter network and a banyan can yield to a 
strictly non-blocking network. The routing complexity of such a network is Ν/4 (log2Ν) 
(log2Ν + 1) for a network of N inputs and N outputs. For more information see [5]. 
 
 
1.3.3 Queueing Architectures in general 
 
The main operation of a switch is to transfer traffic cells from the inputs to the 
appropriate outputs. Each input/output can receive or send traffic at a constant rate. If the 
throughput required by a flow of cells in order to be transmitted exceeds the total 
throughput of the network interconnection card, or if different flows of cells are directed 
to the same output at the same time, congestion is introduced. These conflicts can be 
avoided by organising the incoming traffic in queues (queues per flow) and storing it in 
the interconnection card memory until there is no more congestion. Two basic 
architectural queues exist: queues in the inputs and queues in the outputs. 
 
With architectural queues, each user can choose the type and characteristics of the queue 
that he wants to use in his implementation. It should be noted that architectural queues 
implementation is quite demanding, but does not constitute a research subject of this 
thesis. 

                                                 
2 More information about banyan switching fabric, as well as buffered banyan, an improvement of it, can 
be found in section 3.1. 
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2 ANSi: A generic platform to Implement in Hardware 

accelerated network simulators 
 
 
2.1 Organization 
 
The whole system consists of 8 PCI 64-bit cards plugged on a mainboard. Each card 
includes mainly one FPGA chip (EPF10KE100) and 1 SDRAM SODIMM3 module in 
which a 32MByte SDRAM module is plugged. This module consists of chips with 4 
memory banks each.  Each card also provides an RS232 interface. The mainboard 
provides 2 Fast Ethernet 100Mbps interfaces as well as 2 ECP/EPP parallel port 
interfaces in order to communicate with a Personal Computer or another similar platform. 
 
Each PCI Card is manufactured by ALTERA Corporation4 and it will be referred to as 
“ALTERA Card” from now on. A simplified block diagram of each card is shown in the 
following figure: 

 

 
Figure 4 

 
As we can see each card has its own FPGA chip, SDRAM module and RS232 Interface, 
as well as its own interface to program the FPGA5. It is designed to be used as a PCI 64 
or 32 bit card because it has a PCI 64/32 physical interface as well. This means that it has 
a connector that follows the PCI standard. This connector consists of about 200 pins. 

                                                 
3 SODIMMs have the same functionality as the ordinary DIMMs but they are shipped in a smaller outline  
4 http://www.altera.com/products/devkits/kit-alt-flex10ke.html 
5 Altera ECP2 programming devices are used 
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Some of them are used to carry ground or power, some others are unconnected because of 
standard definition, some others are control signals and 64 of them are the main 
data/address bus. It is also noticeable that both “control signals” and “data/address 
signals” are directly connected to bidirectional pins of the FPGA. This card can thus be 
used not only as a PCI compliant device but also in other applications that do not follow 
the PCI protocol. So, all the pins of the PCI connector that are directly connected to a 
bidirectional pin of the FPGA can be used at designer’s will. This provides us with 89 
spare pins controlled directly from the FPGA. 
 
The latter tactic was followed in ANSi platform. The mainboard undertakes the 
responsibility to connect the spare pins between ALTERA Cards and to connect the 
Ethernet and parallel port interfaces to the former, without following the PCI standard. 
An abstract diagram which shows the connections is shown in figure {3} below. 
 

CARD_SIM CARD_SIM CARD_SIM CARD_SIM CARD_SIM CARD_SIM CARD_SIM CARD_SIM

p2p p2p p2p p2p p2p p2p p2p p2p

BUS

8

Parallel
Port

FAST
Ethernet
Interface

FAST
Ethernet
Interface

Parallel
Port

 
Figure 5 

From the above figure we can see that the cards are organized as a pipeline of stages 
(systolic array) with some particularities. Specifically, each card is connected via 40 
bidirectional pins with the card that is placed on its left and via 40 bidirectional pins with 
the card that stands on its right. 
An 8-bit bus which is common for all ALTERA Cards is also provided. Another point 
that should be noted here is the existence of a single bit bidirectional point to point 
connection from every card to each one of the two edge cards. Each subterminal card is 
connected with 40 bits with only one card (placed on its left or right depending of the 
case) and it uses the remaining 40 bits in order to establish point to point connections 
with each one of the other 6 cards6, so as to connect with 1 Ethernet interface and finally 
to connect with the parallel port interface. 
 
 
An overview of the functional organization of the system can be seen in the following 
figure. 
 

                                                 
6 because the two edge cards are connected each other via their own point to point bit 
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Figure 6 

As we can see from the above figure, the ANSi platform can be used in conjunction with 
a personal computer or a workstation or a second ANSi platform. For example a PC can 
create in software some complex test vectors (that could not be created in hardware, or 
that it would not be efficiently created in hardware) and then provide them through the 
fast Ethernet interface to ANSi. Thereupon ANSi could do the simulation and when it is 
finished could give back to the PC the results of the simulation for further calculation, 
storage or graphical representation and printing. 
 
An alternative use of the above platform could be the following. PC continuously 
generates test vectors and continuously feeds ANSi with them, ANSi simulates them in 
parallel and continuously sends back to the PC its state, or its current results, or other 
information. 
 
It must be noted that a complete simulation model, as well as an already pin-assigned 
Verilog HDL API is provided bundled with the hardware. A user’s manual is also 
provided. This manual can be seen on Appendix A. An Ethernet block, a parallel port 
block, as well as the appropriate drivers for these interfaces, along with sample software 
that makes use of them. This information can be found in appendices C and D. 
 
The API provides an already implemented DDR signalling interface between the 
ALTERA cards, as an option. The details are hidden from the user and, as a result, the 
data lines between the cards are doubled. Thus, if the user decides to take advantage of 
this option, he has to deal with 80 + 80 bits of direct connections between two 
consecutive cards. 
 
It must be also noted that a main advantage of this platform is that it enhances parallelism 
in two ways: 8 FPGA cards are used, while each FPGA can contain parallel blocks. Also, 
the architecture of ANSi is generic enough to implement not only most of the 
switch/network architectures but other applications as well that can be implemented as a 
pipeline of parallel stages. Finally, the fact that PCI connectors are used, offers the 
possibility to replace ALTERA cards with other cards that follow the PCI standard in 
their pinout. 
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3 xBban: The first accelerated switching fabric implemented 

on ANSi 
 
In order to demonstrate ANSi platform, we implemented xBban, an accelerated switching 
fabric that simulates a Banyan Switching Fabric with internal buffers at each switching 
element. xBban stands for Accelerated Buffered Banyan.  
 
This implementation is parametrizable and can provide fabrics of up to 64,000 
inputs/outputs with internal buffers of size up to 221 packets per switching element 
output. These switching elements are either 2x2 or 4x4. During the simulation statistical 
data are stored for each packet and for each port of each switching element (several 
classes of delay of packets and buffer occupancy are stored together with the total packet 
losses). The architecture uses memory interleaving in order to gain full SDRAM 
utilization and each buffer is made to fit into a specific row of one bank of the SDRAM 
DIMM for this reason. 
 
 
 
3.1 More information on this particular switching fabric  
 
3.1.1 Banyan Switching Fabric 
 
Below it is assumed that one binary number x with n bits is symbolized as x = xn-ι...x1x0 
where n=log2N (N=2n). 
 
Definition: Α NxN Banyan network (with N inputs and N outputs) is constructed from 
n=logN stages of switching elements, and N/2 switching elements per stage. The inputs 
and the outputs are enumerated from 0 to N. The switching elements of each stage are 
enumerated from 0 to N/2. The switching element i (0 <= i < N/2) of stage j (0 <= j < n) 
connects the outputs i and { i+2n-J-1 } from the previous stage (see the following figure). 
That means that the inputs of a switching element of stage j (0 <= j < n) differ at the bit of 
the position n-j-1 (note: x = xn-1...x1x0). 
 
Attributes 
1. There is one and only one path which connects a pair of input-output. In general, the 
name banyan is used for every network that has the attribute of providing one and only 
one path for each pair of input-output. 
 
2. The inputs of a switching element of the stage j (0 <= j < n) differ at the n-j-1 bit. 
 
3. The routing of a cell from an x input to a y output, follows the following algorithm. 
The switching elements of stage j route according to the bits that are in n-j position of x 
and y. If xn-j = yn-j , the path passes through the input of the  switching element of stage j 
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where it arrives, to the opposite output. If xn-j != yn-j, the path passes diagonally through 
the switching element. 
 
4. By following the above routing algorithm, we can understand that a path is routed from 
an x input to a y output by correcting the bits one by one starting from the most 
significant bit (when of course this is necessary). That means that after n-κ stages of 
switching elements, the path reaches the input yn...yk+1 xk...x1 of the next stage. And the 
n-κ most significant bits of x have been transformed to the corresponding bits of y, while 
the less significant bits remain the same (they have not been corrected yet). 
 
 
 
As an example, in the following figure, the path that leads from input 0011 to output 
1001 of a 16x16 banyan is the following: 
0011  1011  1001  1001  1001 
Generally, the path that leads from input x4x3x2x1 to output y4y3y2y1 of a 16x16 banyan is 
the following: 
X4X3X2Xl  Y4X3X2Xl  Y4Y3X2Xl  Y4Y3Y2Xl  Y4Y3Y2Yl 
 
 
Routing of sub-permutations in Banyan 
The Banyan network routes the increasing / decreasing and unpacked sub-permutations 
with a non-blocking way. That means that the active inputs (inputs that have cells to 
transmit) have to be continuous and the corresponding outputs (cells’ destinations) have 
to be at an increasing (or decreasing) sequence.  
 
Notice 
Actually, Banyan can route with a non-blocking way any confιguration that has the 
following characteristic. If between a pair of subsequent active inputs x, x' (x<x') there 
exists a number of “a” inactive inputs (x'-x = a), then among their corresponding outputs 
y, y' (y<y') there should be at least “a” inactive outputs (y'-y >= a). 
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3.1.1 Buffered Banyan 
 
Buffered Banyan is a type of banyan with the following characteristics. Each switching 
element of NxN inputs (for example 2x2) contains a small internal buffer as well as a 
simple scheduler. This organization has the advantage that the scheduling algorithm of 
the system is distributed and thus bigger and faster switches can be built. A sample 
buffered banyan with 8 inputs and 8 outputs and switching elements of size 2x2 is shown 
below. 
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3.2 System analysis and organization 
 
As we can understand from the organization of ANSi it is made clear that we have a 
parallel/distributed system to work on. These systems have been studied a lot from 
computer scientists and some methods have been developed on how someone could 
design and organize his algorithm to run on such systems. The parallel programming or 
the programming of distributed systems is a very delicate issue because this kind of 
programming has differences from traditional programming. There are a lot of new 
parameters7 that have to be measured in this situation such as communication issues 
between the parallel entities, the synchronization between them and the consistency of 
the memory units. These parameters are often tricky and they introduce new tradeoffs as 
well. It is not unlikely that if someone is not very careful, a parallel algorithm can be 
made with very small speedup and even slower speed than its serial version, due to 
inappropriate choices in the system’s partitioning or because of a not-well-balanced or 
even unnecessary communication overhead.  
 
 
Therefore, there is a complete theory on these systems, which guides us on how these 
problems have to be confronted. The typical approach in such situations is to loop among 
the following 4 steps, until an acceptable solution has been found: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Partitioning 
• Communication 
• Agglomeration 
• Mapping 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 10: PCAM: a design methodology for parallel algorithms. Starting with a problem 
specification, we develop a partition, determine communication requirements, agglomerate tasks, 
and finally map tasks to the system. (Figure taken from [3]) 

                                                 
7 Many factors have to be considered, like locality of computation, the affinity between the parallel entities, 
how modularity and concurrency can be achieved, as well as the scalability of the resulting system. Also, 
parallelization can affect the determinism of the system. It is possible that consecutive runs of the same 
parallel algorithm will not follow the same steps. 
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This methodology is very general and despite the fact that it refers to software, we 
followed it in the design of our simulator as well, because the basic ideas of parallel 
programming remain unchanged in their hardware approach. 
 
In the following subsections, we will describe each of the above steps, as well as how 
each step was applied in our design. 
 
 
3.2.1 Partitioning 
 
In this phase, the computation that has to be performed and the data operated on by this 
computation are decomposed into small tasks. Practical issues, such as the number of 
parallel units in the target system, are ignored and attention is focused on recognizing and 
exposing opportunities for parallel execution. Hence, it is essential to define a large 
number of small tasks in order to yield to what is termed a   fine-grained decomposition 
of a problem. This partitioning can be achieved by using either domain or functional 
decomposition techniques. 
 
Our case is quite symmetric, thus it is easy to understand that the fundamental parallel 
entity is 1 switching element which could also be divided into 2 inputs, 2 outputs along 
with 2 output buffers. Luckily enough, this decomposition is both functional and domain. 
A larger entity could be a whole stage of switching elements, but for this phase we keep 
as the fundamental parallel entity the switching element together with its two output 
buffers. So we can imagine an abstract organization consisting of N x logN switching 
elements working in parallel. 
 
 
3.2.2 Communication 
 
  The tasks generated by partitioning are intended to execute concurrently but cannot, in 
general, execute independently. The computation to be performed in one task will 
typically require data associated with another task. Data must then be transferred between 
tasks so as to allow computation to proceed. This information flow is specified in the 
communication phase of a design.  
 
Among the various types of communication found in a parallel system, such as Local, 
Global, Unstructured, Dynamic or Asynchronous, our system is mainly based on local 
communication. It is clear that each switching element has to communicate with two8 and 
only two switching elements of the previous stage, as well as with two and only two 
switching elements of the next stage. It is also clear that each input of the switching 
element has to communicate with every output of the same switching element as well as 
inputs and outputs have to communicate with output buffers. 
 

                                                 
8 if the switching element is 2x2. A general kxk switching element has to communicate with k other ports. 
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3.2.3 Agglomeration 
 
The task and communication structures defined in the first two stages of a design are still 
abstract in the sense that they are not specialized for efficient execution on any particular 
parallel system. In fact, it may be highly inefficient if, for example, there are created 
many more tasks than the resources available.  

In the third stage, agglomeration, we move from the abstract toward the concrete. We 
revisit decisions made in the partitioning and communication phases with a view to 
obtaining an algorithm that will execute efficiently on some class of parallel computer. In 
particular, we consider whether it is useful to combine, or agglomerate, tasks identified 
by the partitioning phase, so as to provide a smaller number of tasks, each of greater size 
(See Figure below). We also determine whether it is worthwhile to replicate data and/or 
computation.  

 

 

Figure 11: Examples of agglomeration. In (a), 
the size of tasks is increased by reducing the 
dimension of the decomposition from three to 
two. In (b), adjacent tasks are combined to yield 
a three-dimensional decomposition of higher 
granularity. In (c), subtrees in a divide-and-
conquer structure are coalesced. In (d), nodes 
in a tree algorithm are combined. (Figure taken 
from [3]) 

  

The number of tasks resulted from by the agglomeration phase, although reduced, may 
still be greater than the number of processing units. In this case, our design remains 
somewhat abstract, since issues relating to the mapping of tasks to real hardware remain 
unresolved.  
 
This process of agglomeration will reduce the level of parallelism, but this is permissible 
because, as already mentioned, the final speed depends on a combination of many factors. 
For example, if there are 4 parallel entities, a, b, c, d and the pairs a-b and c-d perform a 
lot of communication between them and little communication is needed between the pairs 
a-c and b-d, then it is logical to merge the pairs a-b and c-d together. It would be a 
mistake to separate them and an even bigger mistake to merge the pairs a-c and b-d 
instead. This is represented in the following figure. 
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Figure 12:    a. the result of partitioning and communication    b. a good agglomeration   c. a bad 
agglomeration 
 
A fundamental attribute of a banyan switching fabric is that each input is connected via 
one and only one path to every output, so a quick decision to agglomerate the system 
could suggest putting together all these paths, but a second look could persuade us that 
this approach could combine the whole network into one single entity, because parts of 
every path are used in other paths as well. This brings us to the conclusion that we cannot 
agglomerate in width. This is unfortunate because, if it could be done, we would have 
introduced N parallel entities, each of which would include a serial execution of logN 
entities. 
 
On the other hand, trying to agglomerate in height is successful. If we combine all the 
switching elements of one stage into one entity, then we will reduce the number of 
parallel entities by introducing logN parallel entities, each of which includes a serial 
execution of N entities. The difference with the previous view is huge but unfortunately 
nothing better can be done. An advantage of such an agglomeration is that all the 
connections between two stages are translated into only one linear connection and this 
may be helpful in the next phase. 
 
 
3.2.4 Mapping  
 
  In the fourth and final stage of the parallel system design process, we specify where 
each task is to be executed. We do this in a manner that attempts to satisfy the competing 
goals of maximizing component utilization and minimizing communication costs. It must 
be noted that this mapping problem does not arise on uniprocessors or on shared-memory 
architectures that provide automatic task scheduling. In general, mapping remains a 
difficult problem that must be explicitly addressed when designing parallel algorithms.  
 
In our situation we could map the problem as follows: 

• If the number of stages is less than or equal to 8 then we can assign each stage to 
be hosted within one ALTERA card. 

• If the number of stages is more than 8 then we have to assign more than one 
stages to each ALTERA card. 

 

A B 

C D 

a. 

A B

C D

b. 

A B 

C D 

c. 
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The fact that a huge number of switching elements is simulated by the same FPGA, as 
well as the fact that they include buffering, makes necessary the use of the external 
SDRAM. This is because buffering incorporated by switching elements, even if it fitted 
in on-chip memory of each FPGA, total buffering of all the switching elements that are 
simulated by one FPGA would not fit, so off-chip memory is necessary. This is very 
unfortunate, as it introduces a great point of serialization9. This also results in decreasing 
the speed of the simulator and constitutes a reason that the simulation will not run as fast 
as real Hardware. Nevertheless, it will be much faster than a simulation on a general 
purpose personal computer or workstation.  
 
 
3.3 System Timing 
 
Now it’s time to talk about how the whole system is working and how synchronization 
can be achieved between different stages within the same FPGA or between different 
FPGAs.  

 
In order to simulate one time slot of the real system, each one of all the N/2 switching 
elements of each stage must be simulated in serial. The simulation of each switching 
element contains the following steps: 
 

• the appropriate output buffer of the previous stage has to be dequeued in order to 
feed input 0 of the current switching element with a new cell. 

• the appropriate output buffer of the previous stage has to be dequeued in order to 
feed input 1 of the current switching element with a new cell. 

 
The fact that output buffers of each switching element are stored in the main memory of 
the same stage has the effect that the 2 steps mentioned above must be performed in the 
previous stage and then transmitted to the stage under discussion. As a result, three more 
steps should be added here: 

 
• a new cell for input 0 must be sent to this stage from the previous one, while this 

stage has to receive the cell 
• a new cell for input 1 must be sent to this stage from the previous one, while this 

stage has to receive the cell 
• destination port of each cell is evaluated and it is stored to the appropriate output 

buffer  
 
As made clear from the above process, each stage works in 2 different modes during 
execution time. Sometimes it dequeues cells from buffers and then sends them and some 
other times it receives cells from the previous stage, evaluates their destination and 
                                                 
9 Each Card has a single SDRAM DIMM module to store cells, pointers and other data or metadata. The 
single SDRAM interface does not allow for any parallel accesses, but parallelism can be accomplished if 
the data are stored in certain positions. The existing DIMM module has chips of SDRAM memory, each of 
which has 4 separate banks, thus the use of memory interleaving technique can perform full memory-lines 
utilization. 
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enqueues them into the appropriate buffers. We have to consider the sequence of these 
transitions between these two modes. One possibility is to be interleaved in time (i.e each 
stage works one time slot as a transmitter and the next as a receiver) but a careless 
implementation of this approach could cause a mess in the simulator because some lucky 
cells would be processed earlier in time, some unlucky would be delayed and some others 
would be passed at the correct time slot. The best confrontation is to separate these two 
modes10 in time for all N cells that have to be processed, in order to simulate one time 
slot of the real hardware. 
 
The process analyzed above is illustrated in the following figure: 
 

 
Figure 13 

In order to understand the timing of the system, let’s reduce the number of inputs and 
outputs to 1 and imagine that our switching fabric was just a shift register. Then each 
stage would have one single 1x1 switching element (which would actually be a register). 

                                                 
10 Another reason for this separation is that it contributes to a more efficient use of SDRAM, because it 
makes the implementation of interleaved accesses easier 
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Such a switching fabric is worthless because it does not do any switching but it is a good 
example to understand the timing of a real switching fabric. 
 
Let’s assume that this imaginary system has 5 stages (registers). Let’s also assume that it 
is fed with the inputs a, b, c, d, e, f at (real) time slots t, t+1, t+2, t+3, t+4, t+5 
respectively. Then a figure that shows the actions that would be performed by the real 
system is shown below. This diagram shows the same system is 6 consecutive snapshots. 
The letters above the vectors symbolize the values of the outputs and the equations under 
the vectors symbolize the corresponding time slot. It should be noted here that the 
diagram seems to be weird since the time seems to be static. But, we assume that the real 
switching fabric does all of the “shiftings” in one real-time-slot, so, for example, the 
input a will reach the output on time t+1 and not on time t+5. Obviously this for the 
simulator will take 5 time slots but the simulator has to preserve some how the idea of the 
real-time (although it is not “real” anymore) 
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Figure 14 

The corresponding snapshots of the simulator for the above system would be the 
following: 

 
Figure 15 
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Now if we return to a NxN switching fabric with 2x2 elements, the first 2 corresponding 
lines (simulation time slots) of the above figure expand to 2N lines (simulation timeslots), 
are thoroughly described the following figure/timing diagram. Note that each line 
presents the state of the system in a different time-slot. 
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3.4 Memory organization 
 
The way that buffers are stored in memory, in order to optimize performance, depends on 
the specific SDRAM modules that are used in the hardware. Each of them has 4 banks 
and each bank has 214 rows and 28 columns. The memory data bus is 64 bit wide. Also, as 
this is a simulator, there is no need to manipulate the body of each cell; keeping only the 
header is enough. Thus the decided size of each cell (actually cell-header) is 64 bits in 
order to harmonize with the size of the memory data bus. Note that data lines connecting 
the FPGA stages are 80-bit wide if the provided, from ANSi, DDR signaling is used, so a 
64 bit packet size can be transmitted within 1 clock cycle. The chosen structure of a 
packet is shown below: 
 
64-bit packet size: (saved in 1 RAM-word, transmitted in 1 cycle through inter-FPGA lines) 

  Serial No 
Target Priority Level Source Time Stamp 

 14 bit  
 

 8 bit  
 

 14 bit  
 

 28 bit  
 

 64 bit  
 
  
The memory is statically arranged to each output of every stage and one row of the 
SDRAM is given to each output. This means that there is a maximum of 16Κ (= 214) 
outputs for each stage and a maximum of 2048 Bytes buffer for each output  a 
maximum of 255 cells in each buffer. But this limit is less because there is the need to 
store statistical and other data or meta-data for each output. The statistical data that we 
store are: Delay, Buffer Occupancy and Total dropped packets. There is also the need to 
store the head and tail pointer of the FIFO, the current occupancy and the size of the 
buffer (if this is changeable). 
 
The statistical data of the simulation are renewed in every time slot (of the real switch) 
for all the outputs according to the following algorithm: There are some classes of Delay 
(the same for Buffer Occupancy) and for each packet stored, the delay (in time slots) that 
it will suffer11 is calculated and classified in respect to the existing classes of Delay (the 
same for occupancy). Then the appropriate class is incremented by 1. 
 
The classes are somehow logarithmic because they are generated via the following 
algorithm: The most significant “1”, combined with the following bit are examined. The 
classes of buffer delay are determined according to the position of the first bit and the 
value of the second one. For example, a buffer of size 256 needs 16 classes of delay and 
16 classes of Buffer Occupancy. These are: 
 

                                                 
11 This number is known since packet arrival because, as there is no backpressure, the delay in time slots 
will be exactly the same as the number of cells waiting in the buffer at the time that the cell arrives. 
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0  1  2  3  4-5  6-7  8-11  12-15  16-23  24-31  32-47  48-63  64-95  96-127  128-191 192-255 
 
The bits examined for each class are illustrated below: 
 

class ID range bits examined 
1 0 00000000 
2 1 00000001 
3 2 00000010 
4 3 00000011 
5 4-5 0000010x 
6 6-7 0000011x 
7 8-11 000010xx 
8 12-15 000011xx 
9 16-23 00010xxx 

10 24-31 00011xxx 
11 32-47 0010xxxx 
12 48-63 0011xxxx 
13 64-95 010xxxxx 
14 96-127 011xxxxx 
15 128-191 10xxxxxx 
16 192-255 11xxxxxx 

 
The space needed for storing statistical data must be, in our case, subtracted from the 
maximum buffer size. 
 
It should be noted that the difference between delay and occupancy is that occupancy is 
calculated for every time slot but delay is calculated every time a valid packet is received. 
 
The following figure illustrates the memory organization and shows where and how 
everything is stored in it. 
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3.5 Memory accesses 
 
The memory organization analyzed above shows that all data needed for an output buffer, 
as well as all information needed for this output is stored within a single memory row. 
Thus, all accesses needed for the simulation of one output of one switching element for 
one time slot, can be done without the need to activate-precharge more than one bank 
row.  As a result, those accesses can be achieved with no delays. On the other hand, when 
we wish to simulate the next output of the current or the next switching element, a new 
row has to be accessed. At this point, if this row belongs to the bank we are currently 
referring to, then the precharge–activate cycle needed would introduce significant delay 
to our system. 
 
Instead of that, memory interleaving technique was used. This means that the sequence of 
memory accesses is organized in a way that consecutive accesses are carried out on 
different banks or on “already activated rows”. 
 
For example, a switching element of size 2x2 and its output buffers storage are shown 
below: 
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Figure 17 

As shown in the figure, the sequence of the accesses is organized to be on different banks 
or on “already activated rows”. This is accomplished by keeping the data for each one of 
the consecutive output buffers in different banks. 
 
That means, that even if the sequence of the outputs is not in an obvious order, due to the 
strange internal connections of the banyan network, we can “name” the first output 0, the 
second output 1, the third output 2 and so on. So we can store the cells routed to those 
outputs according to this number and choose as a bank number the last 2 bits of that 
number.  
 
As an example, let’s investigate what happens in the case of 2 consecutive switching 
elements (as shown in the figure above):  

bank 0

bank 1

bank 2

bank 3

Sw.El. i+1 

Sw.El. i 
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• The 1st output of the 1st switching element is assigned to bank 0 
• The 2nd output of the 1st switching element assigned to bank 1 
• The 1st output of the 2nd switching element is assigned to bank 2 
• The 2nd output of the 2nd switching element is assigned to bank 3 

 
Before we start to evaluate the 1st switching element (while we are processing the 
previous one), we activate both rows that contain the output buffers for both the outputs 
of this element (which reside in bank 0 and bank 1 respectively). 
 
Then we receive the cell from input 0 and independently of the output that this cell must 
be enqueued, the proper row of the proper bank is already opened and it can be 
immediately accessed. The same thing happens to the cell which comes from input 1 of 
the 1st switching element and so on.  
 
Thus, full memory utilization can be gained. It must be noted that this method is scalable 
up to 4x4 switching elements and it can still be used for more that 16K inputs. If we want 
to have bigger switching elements or different memory organization (for example larger 
buffers), we have to use different techniques in order to gain full memory utilization. For 
example, a small on-chip temporary SRAM can be used, which will have the ability to 
store some of the last memory stores, rearrange them and forward them to the SDRAM in 
an “out of order” manner which does not suffer from any bank conflicts. But this has to 
be further investigated in a future work. 
 
In the following table the steps needed for a full simulation are shown abstractly: 
 
 

 When a stage is in phase 1, it has to perform the following steps, for each input: 
• Receive the new cell (probably concurrently with the step below) 
• Read Tail Pointer 
• Read Histogram Data (k classes of Delay, k classes of Load, k classes of BufOcc) 
• Evaluate new Tail Pointer (+1 modulo Buffsize) 
• Evaluate new Histogram Data (+1 to the appropriate field) 
• If (free space) write the new cell else drop it 
• Write new Tail Pointer 
• Write new Histogram Data 

 
At the same time the neighboring stages are in phase 2: 

• Read Head Pointer 
• Evaluate new Head Pointer (+1 modulo Buffsize) 
• Read the cell  
• Write new Head Pointer 
• Transmit the cell (or concurrently with the above step) 
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A complete and detailed description of the steps needed to perform a full simulation of 
one time slot of the real hardware, as well as the exact SDRAM timing followed, is 
displayed in appendix B. 
 
 
 
3.6 Speed Analysis 
 
In this subsection we perform a detailed speed analysis of the resulting simulator. Let’s 
assume a switching fabric of NxN inputs/outputs. The system’s bottleneck is the 
communication with the memory, due to multiple memory accesses for each packet. We 
will also assume that m clock cycles are needed for all the appropriate memory accesses 
for each packet (e.g. read head/tail pointer, read old values of some statistical data for this 
switching element, store/read a new cell, store new head/tail pointer, store new values of 
statistical data). By assuming that full memory utilization is achieved through our 
memory interleaving technique, then for each packet m clock cycles are needed. Thus, for 
N inputs, m·N clock cycles are needed to simulate 1 time slot of the real system. This 
results in H/(m·N) packets per second, where H corresponds to clock frequency. If packet 
size of the real system is p bytes  8·p bits, then our simulator has an equivalent 
throughput of (H/(m·N)) ·8·p bits per second. Also, if we assume that the simulator is x 
times slower than the real switch, then it simulates a network with a throughput of 
(H/(m·N))·8·p·x bits per second. Finally, if more than 8 stages exist, then we have to 
simulate more than one stage in each FPGA. Let’s assume that we simulate s stages per 
FPGA. s = [log2N / 8], where “[” and “]” symbolize the lowest integer greater than or 
equal to log2N / 8. Last of all, the fact that there are 2 phases, produces the following, 
final, type: 
 
Tr = (8·p·x·H) / (2·m·N·s) bits per sec Throughput of the real H/W 
 
Where Tr is the Throughput of each port of the simulated network. 
 
The above equation is transformed to: 
 
x = (Tr·m·N·s) / (4·p·H)  times slower than real H/W 
 
 
Ts = Tr / x·p  
 
Ts = (8·H) / (2·m·N·s)  cell-times of real H/W simulated per second 
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If, for example, we set the following parameters: 
H = 64 MHz 
m = 10 clock cycles per packet 
N = 64,000 inputs 
s = [log2N / 8] = 2 max stages per FPGA 
p = 64 bytes per packet 
x = 100 times slower than the real network 
 

 then, according to the final equation, it simulates a banyan switching fabric with 
internal buffers with 64,000 ports, each of which is ~ 25 Mbps ≈ 48.8 Kpackets/sec 
 
If, for example: 
H = 64 MHz 
m = 10 clock cycles per packet 
N = 256 inputs 
s = [log2N / 8] = 1 max stage per FPGA 
p = 64 bytes per packet 
x = 100 times slower than the real network 
 

 then it simulates a banyan switching fabric with internal buffers with 256 ports each of 
which is ~ 1.28 Gbps ≈ 2.5 Mpackets/sec 
 
If, for example: 
H = 64 MHz 
m = 10 clock cycles per packet 
N = 256 inputs 
s = [log2N / 8] = 1 max stage per FPGA 
p = 640 bytes per packet 
x = 1000 times slower than the real network 
 

 then it simulates a banyan switching fabric with internal buffers with 256 ports each of 
which is ~ 128 Gbps ≈ 25 Mpackets/sec 
 
In the last case, if the switching fabric was not buffered, then we could easily manage to 
pass 1 or even more packets during each clock cycle (m<=1) and the simulator would be 
effectively simulating a switching fabric with a rate of at least 1.28 Tbps. 
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4 Conclusions – Future Work 
 
Throughout this work, it is obvious that developing and using hardware simulators is far 
more complicated than it is in software. Additional developing has to be performed due 
to the increased design cycle of hardware design, while mistakes in a previous 
development phase are very difficult to be manipulated in a later phase. For example, a 
mistake wired on an already manufactured PCB would be difficult to be found and 
corrected.  
 
We developed a mainboard with 2 10/100 Ethernet and Parallel Port interfaces, in which 
up to 8 64-bit PCI cards equipped with FPGAs and SDRAMs could be plugged. We 
wrote the software that simulates the operation of a distributed buffered banyan switching 
fabric. A Verilog HDL API (ANSi model, DDR signalling, Parallel Port interface, 
Ethernet Core) was written to allow future hardware engineers to implement their own 
synthesizable designs on ANSi platform in an abstract and quick way. An FPGA card 
interconnection mechanism was implemented and tested in the real hardware. Also, we 
simulated in synthesizable Verilog HDL a distributed buffered banyan switching fabric 
but, due to fabrication delays, porting the design in ANSi platform is not completed yet. 
Last of all, we studied thoroughly and adapted an Ethernet GNU/Linux device driver, as 
well as tested its additional functionality in real time conditions. 
 
As far as simulation efficiency is concerned, this Hardware Simulator proved to be, two 
to four orders of magnitude slower than the real hardware (depending on the size of the 
switching fabric) and between one and two orders of magnitude faster than a traditional 
pure software simulation running on a typical uni-processor PC. 
 
It should be noted, that it would be very interesting to implement a more advanced 
network simulator on the platform described in this thesis. As an example, a 3rd 
generation switch with input buffering and multiple flows/queues per input could be 
applied to the platform. This switch could have a benes switching fabric as its 
interconnection network, while this fabric would take advantage of the backpressure 
technique, thus having internal buffering and taking distributed scheduling decisions. 
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APPENDICES 
 
A ANSi, a more detailed view 
 
A.1 Specifications 
 
The PCB size was decided to follow the standard PC motherboard dimensions, so as to fit 
in an ordinary PC case. In this case the FPGA cards could be screwed on the chassis. This 
made component placement and board size strictly predetermined. 
 
This decision introduced difficult routing problems, as it turned out that auto-routing was 
impossible. Instead of that, full custom routing was followed and, as a result, every single 
node (of almost 2000 holes) had to be manually connected. 
 
The software used for placement and routing was P-CAD 2001 [http://www.p-cad.com]. 
 
A.2 Schematics  
 
The schematics of the PCB are presented in the following pages. 
 
A.2.1 Systolic array of PCI connectors. 
 
As we can see the systolic array consists of 8 PCI connectors (shown as two rectangles 
one on top of the other) and 9 debugging 50-pin arrays. 
 
Every PCI connector is connected via 40 wires to the debugging array placed on its left 
and via 40 wires to the array standing on its right. As a result, every PCI connector 
connects itself to the corresponding left and right one (of course, this is not the case for 
the leftmost and rightmost connectors). An 8-bit bus is common for all the PCI 
connectors. There is also a point to point connection between every connector and the 
leftmost and rightmost ones. The edge (leftmost, rightmost) debugging arrays are 
connected to the Ethernet interfaces and parallel port drivers.  
 
 
The complete systolic array is presented in the following page, whereas a detailed view 
of the interconnection mechanism between 2 PCI connectors and the intermediate 
debugging array can be seen in the page after the following. 
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Figure 18: The schematic of the systolic array. Each 64-bit connector is divided to two symbols 
(boxes), they is connected with each neighbours through arrays of debugging pins. 
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Figure 19: a detailed view of the interconnection mechanism between 2 PCI connectors and the 
intermediate debugging array 
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A.2.2. Ethernet schematics 
 
Ethernet schematics (eth0, eth1) can be seen in the following pages. 
 
The Ethernet physical is a Level One LXT970AD. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 20: The schematic of the circuit of the first Ethernet interface (eth0) 
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Figure 21: The schematic of the circuit of the second Ethernet interface (eth1) 
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A.3 PCB 
 
In this sub-section we present the printed Circuit Board developed for this thesis. The 
following list contains the description of each figure presented. 
 
Figure 22: TOP and BOTTOM metal layers are presented together. Black color is used 

for TOP layer, whereas grey for BOTTOM layer..................................................... 52 
Figure 23: Same as previous figure, but with a description of each block. ...................... 54 
Figure 24: Component view of PCB, top and bottom SILK layers are drawn in grey. 

(simple) ..................................................................................................................... 56 
Figure 25 Component view of PCB, top and bottom SILK layers are drawn in grey. ..... 58 
Figure 26 TOP layer.......................................................................................................... 60 
Figure 27 BOTTOM layer (as seen from above).............................................................. 62 
Figure 28 BOTTOM layer. ............................................................................................... 64 
Figure 29 Pin-out of debugging pin array, as seen from top (left) and bottom (right). .... 66 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 22: TOP and BOTTOM metal layers are presented together. Black color is used for TOP 
layer, whereas grey for BOTTOM layer. 
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Figure 23: Same as previous figure, but with a description of each block. 
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Figure 24: Component view of PCB, top and bottom SILK layers are drawn in grey. (simple) 
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Figure 25 Component view of PCB, top and bottom SILK layers are drawn in grey. 
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Figure 26 TOP layer 
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Figure 27 BOTTOM layer (as seen from above). 
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Figure 28 BOTTOM layer. 
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Figure 29 Pin-out of debugging pin array, as seen from top (left) and bottom (right). 
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A.4 Photographs 
 

 
Figure 30 Photograph of the Printed Circuit (top). 

 

 
Figure 31 Photograph of the Printed Circuit (bottom). 
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Figure 32 Photograph of the PCB with the components soldered on it. 

 

 
Figure 33 The PCB screwed onto the PC chassis. 
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Figure 34 View of the final system, mounted into a PC case. 

 

 
Figure 35 The other side of the system. The debugging pins can be accessed due to a square hole. 
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Figure 36 Another view of ANSi. 

 
Figure 37 In the back side of the case, serial, parallel, and Ethernet connections can be seen.
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A.5 Pin Assignment 
 
A.5.1 PCI Pin Assignment and Bridged Pins 
 

 

 left12 side of the PCI connector right side of the PCI connector 

 
SIGNAL 
NAME 

PCI 
SIGNAL 
NAME 

ANSi’s 
SIGNAL 
NAME 

FPGA 
PIN 

PCI 
CONNECTOR 

PIN 

PCI 
CONNECTOR 

PIN 

FPGA 
PIN 

ANSi’s 
SIGNAL 
NAME 

PCI 
SIGNAL 
NAME 

SIGNAL 
NAME 

lport0 p_intan lport0 T17 06A 18B T19 rport0 p_reqn rport0 
lport1 p_gntn lport1 W10 17A 20B P6 rport1 p_ad31 rport1 
lport2 p_ad30 lport2 P4 20A 21B R4 rport2 p_ad29 rport2 
lport3 p_ad28 lport3 R7 22A 23B R5 rport3 p_ad27 rport3 
lport4 p_ad26 lport4 R6 23A 24B T6 rport4 p_ad25 rport4 
lport5 p_ad24 lport5 T4 25A 26B AA19 rport5 p_cben3 rport5 
lport6 p_idsel lport6 N8 26A 27B T5 rport6 p_ad23 rport6 
lport7 p_ad22 lport7 U5 28A 29B W3 rport7 p_ad21 rport7 
lport8 p_ad20 lport8 W4 29A 30B W5 rport8 p_ad19 rport8 
lport9 p_ad18 lport9 W6 31A 32B Y5 rport9 p_ad17 rport9 
lport10 p_ad16 lport10 V6 32A 33B R16 rport10 p_cben2 rport10 
lport11 p_framen lport11 W9 34A 35B R10 rport11 p_irdyn * rport11 
lport12 p_trdyn * lport12 T10 36A 37B V10 rport12 p_devseln rport12 
lport13 p_stopn * lport13 U10 38A 39B R18 rport13 p_lockn rport13 
lport14 p_par lport14 Y18 43A 40B U19 rport14 p_perrn rport14 
lport15 p_ad15 lport15 AA5 44A 42B U17 rport15 p_serrn rport15 
lport16 p_ad13 lport16 U7 46A 44B V16 rport16 p_cben1 rport16 
lport17 p_ad11 lport17 Y7 47A 45B U6 rport17 p_ad14 rport17 
lport18 p_ad9 lport18 W7 49A 47B AB6 rport18 p_ad12 rport18 
lport19 p_cben0 lport19 Y17 52A 48B V7 rport19 p_ad10 rport19 
lport20 p_ad6 lport20 U8 54A 49B N5 rport20 p_M66EN rport20 
lport21 p_ad4 lport21 W8 55A 52B T8 rport21 p_ad8 rport21 
lport22 p_ad2 lport22 T9 57A 53B Y6 rport22 p_ad7 rport22 
lport23 p_ad0 lport23 U9 58A 55B V8 rport23 p_ad5 rport23 
lport24 p_req64n lport24 V9 60A 56B AA7 rport24 p_ad3 rport24 
lport25 p_cben7 lport25 V18 64A 58B AA8 rport25 p_ad1 rport25 
lport26 p_cben5 lport26 W18 65A 60B Y10 rport26 p_ack64n rport26 
lport27 p_par64 lport27 AA20 67A 65B V17 rport27 p_cben6 rport27 
lport28 p_ad62 lport28 R11 68A 66B W17 rport28 p_cben4 rport28 
lport29 p_ad60 lport29 T11 70A 68B AA10 rport29 p_ad63 rport29 
lport30 p_ad58 lport30 U11 71A 69B AB10 rport30 p_ad61 rport30 
lport31 p_ad56 lport31 V12 73A 71B Y11 rport31 p_ad59 rport31 
lport32 p_ad54 lport32 T12 74A 72B W12 rport32 p_ad57 rport32 
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lport33 p_ad52 lport33 W13 76A 74B U12 rport33 p_ad55 rport33 
                                                 
12 Left as we see it from the bottom side of the mainboard. 
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lport34 p_ad50 lport34 U13 77A 75B V13 rport34 p_ad53 rport34 
lport35 p_ad48 lport35 T13 79A 77B AB14 rport35 p_ad51 rport35 
lport36 p_ad46 lport36 R13 80A 78B AA14 rport36 p_ad49 rport36 
lport37 p_ad44 lport37 U14 82A 80B Y14 rport37 p_ad47 rport37 
lport38 p_ad42 lport38 V14 83A 81B T14 rport38 p_ad45 rport38 

 

lport39 p_ad40 lport39 V15 85A 83B W14 rport39 p_ad43 rport39 
bus1 p_ad38 bus1 AA16 86A 84B Y15 bus0 p_ad41 bus0 
bus4 p_ad36 bus4 T16 88A 86B U15 bus2 p_ad39 bus2 
bus5 p_ad34 bus5 U16 89A 87B W15 bus3 p_ad37 bus3 B

U
S 

bus7 p_ad32 bus7 W16 91A 89B AA17 bus6 p_ad35 bus6 

     . 90B AA18 p2p p_ad33 p2p 
 
 
 
A.5.2 Other PCI connector Pins 
 

PCI CONNECTOR PIN  FPGA PIN PCI SIGNAL NAME  PIN TYPE 
15A E12 p_rstn Dedicated Input 
16B P11 p_clk1 Dedicated Clock Pin 

A5, A8, A61, A62, B5, B6, B6, 
B62 

 +5 Volt +5 Volt 

A18, A24, A30, A35, A37, 
A42, A48, A56, A63, A69, 
A72, A78, A81, A87, A90, 

A93, B3, B15, B17, B22, B28, 
B34, B38, B46, B57, B64, B67, 

B73, B82, B85, B91, B94 

 GND GND 
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A.5.3 SDRAM Pin Assignment 
 
 
ba0 P5 
ba1 P1 
cas_ M5 
cke0 N7 
cke1 M4 
ras_ M6 
scl P2 
sda N4 
we_ L5 
addr0 G6 
addr1 F4 
addr10 C7 
addr11 D5 
addr2 G4 
addr3 G5 
addr4 C3 
addr5 H7 
addr6 B6 
addr7 F3 
addr8 F8 
addr9 E6 
dqm0 M1 
dqm1 M7 
dqm2 M8 
dqm3 L4 
dqm4 L6 
dqm5 L3 
dqm6 L7 
dqm7 L8 
data0 K4 
data1 K1 
data2 K5 

data3 K6 
data4 K7 
data5 K8 
data6 H1 
data7 J5 
data8 J4 
data9 H4 
data10 J6 
data11 H3 
data12 H5 
data13 J7 
data14 H6 
data15 F7 
data16 C5 
data17 D6 
data18 C4 
data19 B7 
data20 D7 
data21 D8 
data22 G7 
data23 C8 
data24 E8 
data25 B8 
data26 G9 
data27 F9 
data28 G8 
data29 D9 
data30 H10 
data31 E9 
data32 F10 
data33 AB1 
data34 E10 

data35 A10 
data36 F11 
data37 G10 
data38 E11 
data39 D11 
data40 B11 
data41 G11 
data42 F12 
data43 G12 
data44 H12 
data45 B13 
data46 D13 
data47 F13 
data48 E13 
data49 D14 
data50 B14 
data51 E14 
data52 B15 
data53 F14 
data54 G19 
data55 F16 
data56 F22 
data57 G17 
data58 F15 
data59 H19 
data60 G16 
data61 H18 
data62 H21 
data63 H17 

 
 
 
A.5.4 Other Pins 
 
 
 
clk P11 
reset_ E12 
  
lport0 H11 
lport1 R12 

lport2 V11 
lport3 D12 
lport4 V20 
lport5 K15 
lport6 J17 

lport7 J3 
lport8 V1 
lport9 K18 
lport10 T2 
lport11 R18 
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lport12 J22 
lport13 N16 
lport14 N21 
lport15 P3 
lport23 R5 
lport16 E3 
lport17 T4 
lport18 U22 
lport19 E2 
lport20 R21 
lport21 V6 
lport22 W1 
lport24 D22 
lport25 F20 
lport26 M18 
lport27 L22 
lport28 D3 
lport29 N19 
lport30 P17 
lport31 M2 
lport32 U3 
lport33 L17 
lport34 D2 
lport35 P4 
lport36 T5 
lport37 T18 
lport38 P16 
lport39 M21 
  
rport0 N15 
rport1 M22 
rport2 N22 
rport3 J16 
rport4 H13 

rport5 M3 
rport6 K21 
rport7 J18 
rport8 V2 
rport9 K22 
rport10 R6 
rport11 R19 
rport12 J21 
rport13 T9 
rport14 N18 
rport15 P18 
rport16 E22 
rport17 U20 
rport18 U5 
rport19 C1 
rport20 R7 
rport21 U19 
rport22 T17 
rport23 T8 
rport24 D21 
rport25 C22 
rport26 N8 
rport27 L20 
rport28 G18 
rport29 L15 
rport30 R2 
rport31 M17 
rport32 R16 
rport33 L21 
rport34 F1 
rport35 M16 
rport36 R17 
rport37 W2 
rport38 R20 

rport39 L16 
  
p2p J1 
  
bus0 U12 
bus1 W4 
bus2 P6 
bus3 W8 
bus4 C18 
bus5 AA21 
bus6 T16 
bus7 T6 
  
led0 E16 
led1 D16 
led2 A17 
led3 A16 
  
TDO F19 
TMS U18 
TRST V19 
TCK E18 
TDI F5 
CONF_DONE F18 
DATA0 D4 
DCLK E5 
MSEL0 U4 
MSEL1 V4 
nCE E4 
nCEO E19 
nCONFIG T7 
nSTATUS W19 
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A.5.5 Jumper Configuration 
 

Jumper & 
Connector No. 

Function 

JP0 
JP1 
JP2 

bridged 1-2: Ethernet 1 mode 
bridged 2-3: Parallel Port 1 mode 

JP3 
JP4 
JP5 

bridged 1-2: Parallel Port 0 mode  
bridged 2-3: Ethernet 0 mode 

 
 
 
A.5.6 LED Description 
 

LEDs Descripton 
LD0 ETH1-LEDR: Receive LED. Active Low output indicates that 

receiver is active 
LD1 ETH1-LEDT: Transmit LED. Active Low output indicates 

transmitter is active. 
LD2 ETH1-LEDL: Link LED. Active Low output;  

During 100 Mbps operation, indicates scrambler lock and 
receipt of valid Idle codes. 
During 10 Mbps operation, indicates Link Valid status. 

LD3 ETH1-LEDC: Collision LED. In default mode, active Low 
output indicates collision. However, LEDC is programmable 
and may be set for other indications. For programming 
options, see Configuration Register 19 in Table 55. 
 

LD4 ETH1-LEDS: Speed LED. Active Low output indicates 100 
Mbps operation is selected. 

LD5 ETH0-LEDR: Receive LED. Active Low output indicates that 
receiver is active 

LD6 ETH0-LEDT: Transmit LED. Active Low output indicates 
transmitter is active. 

LD7 ETH0-LEDL: Link LED. Active Low output;  
During 100 Mbps operation, indicates scrambler lock and 
receipt of valid Idle codes. 
During 10 Mbps operation, indicates Link Valid status. 

LD7 ETH0-LEDC: Collision LED. In default mode, active Low 
output indicates collision. However, LEDC is programmable 
and may be set for other indications. For programming 
options, see Configuration Register 19 in Table 55. 
 

LD8 ETH0-LEDS: Speed LED. Active Low output indicates 100 
Mbps operation is selected. 
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A.6 Simulation models & API 
 
In order to describe ANSi platform in a Hardware Description Language, so that the 
user can simulate his application, Verilog HDL modules were written. The modules 
that represent hardware components which already exist on the FPGA card (such as 
SDRAM DIMM) are described in behavioural code13, whereas the ones that represent 
components that will be embedded in the FPGA (such as the DDR signalling option) 
are written in structural code. 
 
In the following figure we can see an abstract view of the whole system. The PC 
generates test vectors and sends them to ANSi platform for simulation. ANSi 
performs the (accelerated) simulation and at the same time it collects the results and 
statistical data. After the simulation is complete, this information is sent back to the 
PC. The fact that ANSi has 2 Ethernet (and parallel port) interfaces, offers the 
opportunity to continuously feed the platform with new test vectors and receive real 
time results. 
 

Parallel
Port

FAST
Ethernet
Interface

PC

FAST
Ethernet
Interface

FAST
Ethernet
Interface

Parallel
Port

Parallel
Port

A second PC
or second set of

Interfaces on
the same PC

or a Hub

ANSi

 
Figure 38 
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Ethernet
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Parallel
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Figure 39 

 
The figure above is already presented in section X.Y.Z., but introduces us to the next 
figure which shows the internal organization of each card (in the simulation model). 
As we can see, the top module consists of 8 CARD_SIM, 2 Parallel Port and 2 Fast 
Ethernet modules. 
                                                 
13 All behavioural modules have the postfix “_SIM” in their name. 
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CARD_SIM

LPORT RPORT

p2p

BUS

 
Figure 40 

 
The CARD_SIM module shown above includes a simulation model of the DIMM that 
represents the real DIMM placed on the card. This module instantiates 4 SDRAM 
sub-modules provided by “Micron Technology, Inc”, as there are 4 chips on the real 
DIMM. The following figure presents the internal structure of each FPGA module. 
It’s worth mentioning that DDR Signalling is used, thus doubling the wiring between 
each card. 
 
 

80 80 4040 DDR_RECV

DDR_XMIT

FPGA_CORE

FPGA

p2p BUS

8040 DDR_RECV80 40

DDR_XMIT

4040

 
Figure 41 
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DDR transmit and receive modules architecture can be seen below: 
 

80 80 40

40

40

CLK

CLK

DDR_XMIT

 
Figure 42 
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Figure 43 
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Figure 44 

 
FPGA_CORE (core.v) is the module in which the user will develop his application (in 
synthesisable code) and can be seen in the figure above. 
 
By the term “SDRAM DIMM minor Signals” we refer to signals that are not 
important and virtually hard assigned to known static values. 
 
The user can write either only the FPGA_CORE module (if he wants to take 
advantage of the already implemented DDR signalling) or he can override the FPGA 
module. He can also use a version of FPGA module which lacks this feature and 
which is provided from us. 
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B xBban, from the inside out 
 
B.1 Specifications and Data Flow 
 
xBban stands for accelerated buffered banyan. The implementation is parametrizable. 
During   the simulation, statistical data are stored. The architecture uses memory 
interleaving in order to gain full SDRAM utilization.  
 
The operation of the system is divided into tree basic sections. Firstly the PC 
initializes the simulation by loading the SDRAM of the fist FPGA with the test 
vectors. Then the system simulates these test vectors. And the results are returned to 
the PC.  
 
 
B.2 Behavioral Model of the simulator. 
 
To develop the behavioural model of the simulator, C language was used. This 
decision was taken in order to keep us away from the implementation details, which a 
Hardware Description Language would introduce. 
 
Its internal structure follows exactly the structure of the real system, but it does it in 
an abstract way. For example, there are stages which have memories; each memory 
has buffers and so forth. An abstraction in this case is that each buffer is a new data 
structure manipulated by the C compiler, so that we do not have to worry about where 
exactly it is stored in memory and how to access it. 
 
A detailed description of the system’s behavioural model structure can be seen below: 
 
Internal Structure: 
 
Stage[logN] 
│ 
├─── n (wich stage this is) 
├─── time (what timeslot is being simulated) 
└─── memory 
  │ 
  └─── buffer [N] 
   │ 
   ├─── tail 
   ├─── head 
   ├─── full 
   ├─── empty 
   ├─── occupancy (stores statistic data) 
   ├─── delay [TIME_CLASSES] (stores statistic data) 
   ├─── buffoc [TIME_CLASSES] (stores statistic data) 
   ├─── losses (stores statistic data) 
   └─── cell [BUFFSIZE] (these are the real data of each buffer) 
    │ 
    ├─── target 
    ├─── pri 
    ├─── source 
    └─── t stamp 
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This behavioral model (simulation) of the simulator is parametrizable and the user can 
define the following parameters: 

• N (input/output size), 
• logN,  
• BUFFSIZE (the size of each internal buffer in cells),  
• logBUFFSIZE,  
• TIME_CLASSES (the number of different classes of delay and buffer 

occupancy. This equals to 2*logBUFFSIZE),  
• SIMTIME (the total length of the simulation in cell times). 

 
A simulation output example is shown in the following frame. The parameters defined 
are located in the first few lines. For this simulation it is decided to feed the switching 
fabric with cells that have as a destination output 2, while all input are always full. We 
decided to run this example because it is quite symmetric so the reader can easily 
follow the simulation steps. Another reason was that the collisions produced would 
present the functionality of the simulator in extreme situations. At a result internal 
buffers are filled with cells and buffer overflow takes place, which can be observed 
either throughout the simulation messages or from the statistical results at the end. 
  
It should be noted that in the following message: 
 
stg 1 output vector: [0]:_ [2]:2 [1]:_ [3]:2 [4]:_ [6]:_ [5]:_ [7]:_ 
  
for example output 3 of stage 1 transmits a cell, which has as a destination output 2 of 
the switching fabric, to the corresponding input of the next stage. 
 
 
Simulation Configuration: 
======================== 
N = 8 
logN = 3 
BUFFSIZE = 31 
logBUFFSIZE = 5 
TIME_CLASSES = (2*logBUFFSIZE) = 10 
SIMTIME = 50 time units 
 
Initializing all stages: 0[ok] 1[ok] 2[ok]  
 
========= real time=1 ========= 
Input vector is:     [0]:2 [1]:2 [2]:2 [3]:2 [4]:2 [5]:2 [6]:2 [7]:2  
stg 2 output vector: [0]:2 [4]:_ [1]:2 [5]:_ [2]:2 [6]:_ [3]:2 [7]:_  
stg 1 output vector: [0]:_ [2]:_ [1]:_ [3]:_ [4]:_ [6]:_ [5]:_ [7]:_  
stg 0 output vector: [0]:_ [1]:_ [2]:_ [3]:_ [4]:_ [5]:_ [6]:_ [7]:_  
 
========= real time=2 ========= 
Input vector is:     [0]:2 [1]:2 [2]:2 [3]:2 [4]:2 [5]:2 [6]:2 [7]:2  
stg 2 output vector: [0]:2 [4]:_ [1]:2 [5]:_ [2]:2 [6]:_ [3]:2 [7]:_  
stg 1 output vector: [0]:_ [2]:2 [1]:_ [3]:2 [4]:_ [6]:_ [5]:_ [7]:_  
stg 0 output vector: [0]:_ [1]:_ [2]:_ [3]:_ [4]:_ [5]:_ [6]:_ [7]:_  
 
========= real time=3 ========= 
Input vector is:     [0]:2 [1]:2 [2]:2 [3]:2 [4]:2 [5]:2 [6]:2 [7]:2  
stg 2 output vector: [0]:2 [4]:_ [1]:2 [5]:_ [2]:2 [6]:_ [3]:2 [7]:_  
stg 1 output vector: [0]:_ [2]:2 [1]:_ [3]:2 [4]:_ [6]:_ [5]:_ [7]:_  
stg 0 output vector: [0]:_ [1]:_ [2]:2 [3]:_ [4]:_ [5]:_ [6]:_ [7]:_  
 
 
[time 3 to 30 seems identical, so the output is omitted] 
[we intentionaly cause a buffer overrun]  
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========= real time=30 ========= 
Input vector is:     [0]:2 [1]:2 [2]:2 [3]:2 [4]:2 [5]:2 [6]:2 [7]:2  
stg 2 output vector: [0]:2 [4]:_ [1]:2 [5]:_ [2]:2 [6]:_ [3]:2 [7]:_  
stg 1 output vector: [0]:_ [2]:2 [1]:_ [3]:2 [4]:_ [6]:_ [5]:_ [7]:_  
stg 0 output vector: [0]:_ [1]:_ [2]:2 [3]:_ [4]:_ [5]:_ [6]:_ [7]:_  
 
========= real time=31 ========= 
Input vector is:     [0]:2 [1]:2 [2]:2 [3]:2 [4]:2 [5]:2 [6]:2 [7]:2  
stage 2: output buffer 0: packet loss due to buffer overrun 
stage 2: output buffer 1: packet loss due to buffer overrun 
stage 2: output buffer 2: packet loss due to buffer overrun 
stage 2: output buffer 3: packet loss due to buffer overrun 
stg 2 output vector: [0]:2 [4]:_ [1]:2 [5]:_ [2]:2 [6]:_ [3]:2 [7]:_  
stg 1 output vector: [0]:_ [2]:2 [1]:_ [3]:2 [4]:_ [6]:_ [5]:_ [7]:_  
stg 0 output vector: [0]:_ [1]:_ [2]:2 [3]:_ [4]:_ [5]:_ [6]:_ [7]:_  
 
========= real time=32 ========= 
Input vector is:     [0]:2 [1]:2 [2]:2 [3]:2 [4]:2 [5]:2 [6]:2 [7]:2  
stage 2: output buffer 0: packet loss due to buffer overrun 
stage 2: output buffer 1: packet loss due to buffer overrun 
stage 2: output buffer 2: packet loss due to buffer overrun 
stage 2: output buffer 3: packet loss due to buffer overrun 
stage 1: output buffer 2: packet loss due to buffer overrun 
stage 1: output buffer 3: packet loss due to buffer overrun 
stg 2 output vector: [0]:2 [4]:_ [1]:2 [5]:_ [2]:2 [6]:_ [3]:2 [7]:_  
stg 1 output vector: [0]:_ [2]:2 [1]:_ [3]:2 [4]:_ [6]:_ [5]:_ [7]:_  
stg 0 output vector: [0]:_ [1]:_ [2]:2 [3]:_ [4]:_ [5]:_ [6]:_ [7]:_  
 
========= real time=33 ========= 
Input vector is:     [0]:2 [1]:2 [2]:2 [3]:2 [4]:2 [5]:2 [6]:2 [7]:2  
stage 2: output buffer 0: packet loss due to buffer overrun 
stage 2: output buffer 1: packet loss due to buffer overrun 
stage 2: output buffer 2: packet loss due to buffer overrun 
stage 2: output buffer 3: packet loss due to buffer overrun 
stage 1: output buffer 2: packet loss due to buffer overrun 
stage 1: output buffer 3: packet loss due to buffer overrun 
stage 0: output buffer 2: packet loss due to buffer overrun 
stg 2 output vector: [0]:2 [4]:_ [1]:2 [5]:_ [2]:2 [6]:_ [3]:2 [7]:_  
stg 1 output vector: [0]:_ [2]:2 [1]:_ [3]:2 [4]:_ [6]:_ [5]:_ [7]:_  
stg 0 output vector: [0]:_ [1]:_ [2]:2 [3]:_ [4]:_ [5]:_ [6]:_ [7]:_ 
 
 
[time 33 to 50 seems identical, so they are not shown here] 
 
========= real time=50 ========= 
Input vector is:     [0]:2 [1]:2 [2]:2 [3]:2 [4]:2 [5]:2 [6]:2 [7]:2  
stage 2: output buffer 0: packet loss due to buffer overrun 
stage 2: output buffer 1: packet loss due to buffer overrun 
stage 2: output buffer 2: packet loss due to buffer overrun 
stage 2: output buffer 3: packet loss due to buffer overrun 
stage 1: output buffer 2: packet loss due to buffer overrun 
stage 1: output buffer 3: packet loss due to buffer overrun 
stage 0: output buffer 2: packet loss due to buffer overrun 
stg 2 output vector: [0]:2 [4]:_ [1]:2 [5]:_ [2]:2 [6]:_ [3]:2 [7]:_  
stg 1 output vector: [0]:_ [2]:2 [1]:_ [3]:2 [4]:_ [6]:_ [5]:_ [7]:_  
stg 0 output vector: [0]:_ [1]:_ [2]:2 [3]:_ [4]:_ [5]:_ [6]:_ [7]:_  
 
 
Histogram of Delays for each sw.element 
======================================= 
 
Stage 2:  
======== 
el.|    0   1   2   3   4   6   8  12  16  24 lost 
---|----------------------------------------------- 
  0|    1   2   2   2   4   4   8   8  16  33  20  
  4|    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  
  1|    1   2   2   2   4   4   8   8  16  33  20  
  5|    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  
  2|    1   2   2   2   4   4   8   8  16  33  20  
  6|    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  
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  3|    1   2   2   2   4   4   8   8  16  33  20  
  7|    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  
Total lost packets in this stage: 80 
 
 
Stage 1:  
======== 
el.|    0   1   2   3   4   6   8  12  16  24 lost 
---|----------------------------------------------- 
  0|    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  
  2|    1   2   2   2   4   4   8   8  16  32  19  
  1|    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  
  3|    1   2   2   2   4   4   8   8  16  32  19  
  4|    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  
  6|    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  
  5|    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  
  7|    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  
Total lost packets in this stage: 38 
 
 
Stage 0:  
======== 
el.|    0   1   2   3   4   6   8  12  16  24 lost 
---|----------------------------------------------- 
  0|    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  
  1|    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  
  2|    1   2   2   2   4   4   8   8  16  31  18  
  3|    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  
  4|    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  
  5|    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  
  6|    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  
  7|    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  
Total lost packets in this stage: 18 
 
Total Losses of all simulation: 136 
 
 
 
 
Histogram of Buffer occupancy for each sw.element 
================================================= 
 
Stage 2:  
======== 
el.|    0   1   2   3   4   6   8  12  16  24 
---|------------------------------------------ 
  0|    0   0   1   1   2   2   4   4   8  28 
  4|   50   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 
  1|    0   0   1   1   2   2   4   4   8  28 
  5|   50   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 
  2|    0   0   1   1   2   2   4   4   8  28 
  6|   50   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 
  3|    0   0   1   1   2   2   4   4   8  28 
  7|   50   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 
 
Stage 1:  
======== 
el.|    0   1   2   3   4   6   8  12  16  24 
---|------------------------------------------ 
  0|   50   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 
  2|    1   0   1   1   2   2   4   4   8  27 
  1|   50   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 
  3|    1   0   1   1   2   2   4   4   8  27 
  4|   50   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 
  6|   50   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 
  5|   50   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 
  7|   50   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 
 
Stage 0:  
======== 
el.|    0   1   2   3   4   6   8  12  16  24 
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---|------------------------------------------ 
  0|   50   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 
  1|   50   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 
  2|    2   0   1   1   2   2   4   4   8  26 
  3|   50   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 
  4|   50   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 
  5|   50   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 
  6|   50   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 
  7|   50   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 
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B.3 Synthesisable Model of the simulator 
 
Parameters of the simulation: 

• id (=Stage #) 
• N 
• logN 
• logSimTime 
• iterations 

 
Additional parameters if microcode technic is used (currently disabled. An idea to avoid the long FSMs) 

• HalfuCodeLength 
• logHalfuCodeLength 
• uAddrSize 
• uCommandSize 

 
To perform a full simulation of one time slot of the real hardware the following steps 
are needed: 
 

---- Phase == 0 ----- 
• [RI0] Receive the new cell (lets call it A) from InPort-0 {OR Read it from Memory if this is an 

internal stage. This can be done by following the same steps as when transmitting a cell, see bellow} 
• [RI1] Receive the new cell (lets call it B) from InPort-1 
• [DOA] Decide the OutPort for cell-A (it may be either the OutPort-0 or the OutPort-1, so lets 

say that the decision is OutPort-A) 
• [DOB] Decide the OutPort for cell-B (as above lets say: OutPort-B) 
• [RTA] Read Tail Pointer for OutPort-A 
• [RTB] Read Tail Pointer for OutPort-B (it may be the same as OutPort-A but it may not) 
• [RHA] Read Histogram Data for OutPort-A (k classes of Delay, k classes of Load,  k classes 

of BufOcc) 
• [RHB] Read Histogram Data for OutPort-B 
• [ETA] Evaluate new Tail Pointer for OutPort-A (+1 modulo Buffsize) 
• [ETB] Evaluate new Tail Pointer for OutPort-B (+1 modulo Buffsize) 
• [EHA] Evaluate new Histogram Data for OutPort-A (+1 to the appropriate field) 
• [EHB] Evaluate new Histogram Data for OutPort-B (+1 to the appropriate field) 
• [WCA] If (free space in OutPort-A) write the new cell else drop it 
• [WCB] If (free space in OutPort-B write the new cell else drop it 
• [WTA] Write new Tail Pointer for OutPort-A 
• [WTB] Write new Tail Pointer for OutPort-B 
• [WHA] Write new Histogram Data for OutPort-A 
• [WHB] Write new Histogram Data for OutPort-B 
 

------ Phase == 1 ----- 
• [RH0] Read Head Pointer of OutPort-0 
• [RH1] Read Head Pointer of OutPort-1 
• [EH0] Evaluate new Head Pointer of OutPort-0 (+1 modulo Buffsize) 
• [EH1] Evaluate new Head Pointer of OutPort-1 (+1 modulo Buffsize) 
• [RC0] Read the cell for OutPort-0 
• [RC1] Read the cell for OutPort-1 
• [WH0] Write new Head Pointer of OutPort-0 
• [WH1] Write new Head Pointer of OutPort-1 
• [XO0] Transmit the cell of OutPort-0 
• [XO1] Transmit the cell of OutPort-1 

 
The exact SDRAM timing followed, is shown in the following figure. 
Figure 45 The SDRAM Timing. 



Clock Cycles:

ACTION AC-0 AC-1 RC-A RM-A RD-A RO-A NOP1 NOP2 NOP3 WC-A WM-A WD-A WO-A RC-B RM-B RD-B RO-B NOP1 NOP2 NOP3 WC-B WM-B WD-B WO-B NOP4 NOP5 PR-0 PR-1
BANK 0 1 - 0/1 0/1 0/1 - - - 0/1 0/1 0/1 0/1 - 0/1 0/1 0/1 - - - 0/1 0/1 0/1 0/1  0 1
DATA BUS (to mem) CA CA TA TA CB CB TB TB
DATA BUS (from mem) M-A D-A O-A M-B D-B O-B
ADDRESS ROW* ROW* COL COL COL COL COL COL COL COL COL COL COL COL COL COL

SDRAM Signals
COMMAND ACT ACT NOP READ READ READ NOP NOP NOP WRITE WRITE WRITE WRITE NOP READ READ READ NOP NOP NOP WRITE WRITE WRITE WRITE NOP NOP PRECH PRECH

DQM X X X 2'b00 2'b00 2'b00 2'b11 2'b11 2'b11 2'b00 2'b00 2'b00 2'b00 X 2'b00 2'b00 2'b00 2'b11 2'b11 2'b11 2'b00 2'b00 2'b00 2'b00 2'b11 2'b11 X X
A7-A0 ROW* ROW* X COL COL COL X X X COL COL COL COL X COL COL COL X X X COL COL COL COL X X X X
A10 ROW* ROW* X 0 0 0 X X X 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 X X X 0 0 0 0 X X X X

A8, A9, A11 ROW* ROW* X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
BA 0 1 X 0/1 0/1 0/1 X X X 0/1 0/1 0/1 0/1 X 0/1 0/1 0/1 X X X 0/1 0/1 0/1 0/1 X X 0 1

DQOutEnable 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
DQOut Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z DATA DATA DATA DATA Z Z Z Z Z Z Z DATA DATA DATA DATA Z Z Z Z

continued below…

Clock Cycles:

ACTION AC-0 AC-1 RC-A RM-A RD-A RO-A NOP1 NOP2 NOP3 WC-A WM-A WD-A WO-A RC-B RM-B RD-B RO-B NOP1 NOP2 NOP3 WC-B WM-B WD-B WO-B NOP4 NOP5 PR-0 PR-1
BANK 2 3 - 2/3 2/3 2/3 - - - 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 - 2/3 2/3 2/3 - - - 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3  2 3
DATA BUS (to mem) CA CA TA TA CB CB TB TB
DATA BUS (from mem) M-A D-A O-A M-B D-B O-B
ADDRESS ROW ROW COL COL COL COL COL COL COL COL COL COL COL COL COL COL

SDRAM Signals
COMMAND ACT ACT NOP READ READ READ NOP NOP NOP WRITE WRITE WRITE WRITE NOP READ READ READ NOP NOP NOP WRITE WRITE WRITE WRITE NOP NOP PRECH PRECH

DQM X X X 2'b00 2'b00 2'b00 2'b11 2'b11 2'b11 2'b00 2'b00 2'b00 2'b00 X 2'b00 2'b00 2'b00 2'b11 2'b11 2'b11 2'b00 2'b00 2'b00 2'b00 2'b11 2'b11 X X
A7-A0 ROW ROW X COL COL COL X X X COL COL COL COL X COL COL COL X X X COL COL COL COL X X X X
A10 ROW ROW X 0 0 0 X X X 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 X X X 0 0 0 0 X X X X

A8, A9, A11 ROW ROW X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
BA 2 3 X 2/3 2/3 2/3 X X X 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 X 2/3 0/1 0/1 X X X 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 X X 2 3

DQOutEnable 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
DQOut Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z DATA DATA DATA DATA Z Z Z Z Z Z Z DATA DATA DATA DATA Z Z Z Z

*The same ROW in all banks
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The next figure shows how the control of the system is distributed to smaller FSMs. A 
top FSM is used to control the general phase that we are in. Whereas, each phase is 
controlled by it’s own FSM. 
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Figure 46 
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As we can see from the FSM presented above, the simulation is divided into some 
phases. For example initially the test vectors must be loaded from the PC; the 
simulation phase follows; then the results are returned to the PC. During this 
operations there are some more technical phases needed. The whole scheme is 
described in the following sub-sections. 
 
B.3.1 Idle Phase 
 
Nothing important is done here. 
We are waiting the PC to start sending us Data/Commands 
 
B.3.2 Initialization Phase 
 
In this phase, basically, the SDRAM modules are initialized properly  
 
B.3.3 Prepare the system for the Input Loading Phase 
 
In this phase, basically, the SDRAM modules are configured properly to meet  the 
needs of the next phase 
 
B.3.4 Input  Loading Phase 
 
PC Software Sends, we receive and store to SDRAM. 
 
B.3.5 Prepare the system for the Simluation Phase 
 
In this phase, basically, the SDRAM modules are reconfigured properly according to 
the needs of the next phase 
 
B.3.6 Simluation Phase 
 
This is the most important phase. 
The simulation follows the SimTime register: 
  

SimTime :

log SimTime-1

Real Time Port Slot
(logN bits)(logSimTime - logN bits)

Phase
(1 bit)

logN+1 logN logN-1 0

 
 

Other basic Data Elements (NOTE: They are not registers itself but they all use 
SimTime register’s bits): 
assign RealTime   = SimTime [logSimTime-1:logN+1]; 
assign Phase      = SimTime [logN]; 
assign PortSlot   = SimTime [      logN-1:     0]; 
assign UpPortId   = (  ((PortSlot) & ~((1<<(id+1))-1))  
                     | (((PortSlot) & 1 ) << (id))  
                     | (((PortSlot) & (1<<(id+1))-1) >> 1) 
                    );  
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assign DownPortId = UpPortId ^ (1 << id);  
assign ROW        = PortSlot [logN-1:2]; 
assign UpBank     = {PortSlot[1],1'b0}; 
assign DownBank   = {PortSlot[1],1'b1}; 

 
The main FSM of this phase is shown below. 
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B.3.7 Prepare the system for Result Unloading Phase 
 
In this phase, basically, the SDRAM modules are reconfigured properly according to 
the needs of the next phase 
 
B.3.8 Result Unloading Phase 
 
The statistical data collected during the simulation are unloaded from the FPGAs one 
after the other controled by the following scheme: 
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Figure 50 

 
B.4 Implementation and laboratory testing 
 
At the end of the simulation the “Application” prints to a text file all the results in the 
same way as the behavioural part does. Thus, the correctness of the real simulator can 
be checked by comparing the two files with the UNIX “diff” command. 
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C The Ethernet Block 
 
In order to establish communication between the Ethernet interface of ANSi and a PC, 
a synthesizable Ethernet core that would be placed into the leftmost or rightmost 
FPGA (and would be therefore connected to the Ethernet physicals) should be 
developed. Also, software with the ability to send and receive raw Ethernet frames 
had to be written. The first part is currently under development, whereas the second 
was accomplished by changing the source code of the Linux Ethernet driver of a 
“Tulip compatible” Ethernet network card. This code was tested successfully between 
2 PCs and is expected to work with ANSi platform when the Ethernet block is 
completed.  
 
In the following sub-sections, useful information about the organization of “Tulip 
Driver”, as well as general information about network drivers in Linux, which was 
discovered throughout our work, is presented. We worked on the Kernel 2.4.11 
 
 
C.1 General Network Driver Information 
 
When a network device driver module is loaded into a running kernel it requests 
resources and other facilities just like any other driver module. It also provides new 
capabilities to the kernel in the form of the implementation of some standard kernel 
methods/interfaces. Actually the way a network driver is registered by its module 
initialization function is different from character and block drivers. The driver inserts 
a data structure for each newly detected interface into a global list of network devices. 
This list consists of struct net_device14 items, whereas the head pointer is 
kept in dev_base. The major fields of this structure are shown below: 
 
struct net_device 
{ 
//Most important visible fields: 
 char   name[IFNAMSIZ]; 
 struct net_device *next; 
 int   (*init)(struct net_device *dev); 
 struct net_device_stats* (*get_stats)(struct net_device *dev); 
 
//Most important invisible fields: 
 void   *priv; /* pointer to private data */ 
 /* Protocol specific pointers */ 
 void   *ip_ptr; /* IPv4 specific data */   
 /* device queue lock */ 
 spinlock_t  queue_lock; 
 /* Called after last user reference disappears. */ 
 void   (*destructor)(struct net_device *dev); 
 /* Pointers to interface service routines. */ 
 int   (*open)(struct net_device *dev); 
 int   (*stop)(struct net_device *dev); 
 int   (*hard_start_xmit) (struct sk_buff *skb, 
          struct net_device *dev); 
 int   (*hard_header) (struct sk_buff *skb, 
      struct net_device *dev, 
      unsigned short type, 
      void *daddr, 

                                                 
14 struct net_device is defined in <include/linux/netdevice.h>. 
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      void *saddr, 
      unsigned len); 
 int   (*rebuild_header)(struct sk_buff *skb); 
 int   (*do_ioctl)(struct net_device *dev, 
         struct ifreq *ifr, int cmd); 
}; 

 
From the above code fragment we can distinguish *next pointer list, as well as “a 
strange” void *priv field. This field is very important because it is used to store 
driver specific private data. In tulip driver, the implementation of that field is done by 
struct tulip_private, which is partially shown below. 
  
struct tulip_private { 
        struct net_device *next_module; 
        /* The saved address of a sent-in-place packet/buffer, for 
skfree(). */ 
        struct ring_info tx_buffers[TX_RING_SIZE]; 
        /* The addresses of receive-in-place skbuffs. */ 
        struct ring_info rx_buffers[RX_RING_SIZE]; 
        struct net_device_stats stats; 
        spinlock_t lock; 
        spinlock_t mii_lock; 
 
        struct pci_dev *pdev; 
        unsigned long base_addr; 
}; 

 
A very important field of tulip_private is a struct net_device_stats 
item, which is a standard structure used by most of the network drivers to store 
statistics. 
 
struct net_device_stats 
{ 
   unsigned long   rx_packets;    /* total packets received       */ 
   unsigned long   tx_packets;    /* total packets transmitted    */ 
   unsigned long   rx_bytes;      /* total bytes received         */ 
   unsigned long   tx_bytes;      /* total bytes transmitted      */ 
   ... 
}; 

 
The capabilities entered to the kernel with this device driver are all initialized in static 
int __init tulip_init () function. The task of this function is to prepare 
the kernel for later invocation of the module's functions. This function, invoked only 
once, calls the kernel function register_capability() to define the 
implemented public methods. These capabilities are stored in the net_device 
struct. The latter is actually a quite generic structure, so not all of the fields must 
be overriden. The tulip specific methods defined in the net_device struct are: 
 
              dev->open = tulip_open; 
        dev->stop = tulip_close; 
        dev->hard_start_xmit = tulip_start_xmit; 
        dev->do_ioctl = private_ioctl; 
        dev->get_stats = tulip_get_stats; 
        dev->tx_timeout = tulip_tx_timeout; 
        dev->set_multicast_list = set_rx_mode; 
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• Function static int tulip_open(struct net_device *dev) 
actually sets up the tulip interface. It first requests an irq line and initializes 
receive and transmit ring buffers. These are the queues maintained by the device, 
so as to get the best performance from the network. Function tulip_open() 
then calls tulip_up(), which initializes the tulip interface, wakes up, resets the 
chip and enables tulip device interrupts. After handling the low level hardware, 
tulip_open() calls netif_start_queue(). Finally it creates a /proc 
entry for the tulip device, by calling tulip_create_proc(). 

• The function static int tulip_close(struct net_device *dev) 
gets invoked just before the module is unloaded and it handles all the operations 
which has to be done in order to safely un-register  the module’s capabilities and 
release any unnecessary memory allocated. 

• Function static int private_ioctl(struct net_device *dev, 
struct ifreq *rq, int cmd) performs all the interface specific ioctl 
commands. 

• tulip_start_xmit (stuct sk_buff *skb, struct net_device *dev) is invoked 
from the upper (protocol) layer when a new packet (stored in *skb) has to be 
transmitted through this interface. 

 
• The function which actually implements the code needed for the /proc entry is 

int tulip_read_procmem(char *buf, char **start, off_t 
offset, int count, int *eof, void *data). This function, 
written for this assignment, is invoked every time a user opens the file /proc/tulip 
for reading and its results are dumped in one memory page. Its intention is to 
present net_device statistic information.  

 
In addition, some other methods are defined: 
 
static void tulip_tx_timeout(struct net_device *dev); 
static void tulip_init_ring(struct net_device *dev); 
static void tulip_down(struct net_device *dev); 
static struct net_device_stats *tulip_get_stats(struct net_device 
*dev); 
static void set_rx_mode(struct net_device *dev); 
 
static void tulip_up(struct net_device *dev); 
static void tulip_create_proc(void *dev); 
static void tulip_remove_proc(); 
static int tulip_suspend (struct pci_dev *pdev, u32 state) 
static int tulip_resume(struct pci_dev *pdev) 
static void __devexit tulip_remove_one (struct pci_dev *pdev) 
static int __init tulip_init (void) 
static void __exit tulip_cleanup (void) 
 
int tulip_refill_rx(struct net_device *dev) 
static int tulip_rx(struct net_device *dev) 
void tulip_interrupt(int irq, void *dev_instance, struct pt_regs 
*regs) 

 
 
C.1.1.1 Packet Transmission 
 
Whenever a network packet must be transmitted, routing tables are been checked and 
a network interface is chosen to handle the packet. When this packet arrives at kernel 
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space, the hard_start_transmit() method of the appropriate network device 
is finally called. This method puts the data on an outgoing queue and should be 
implemented (overridden) in almost every driver. The same is done with tulip. Each 
packet handled by the kernel is contained in a socket buffer structure (struct 
sk_buff). The socket buffer contains, among others, the physical packet as it should 
appear on the media. It must be also noted that a linked list of socket buffers is kept in 
the kernel, organized as a queue. 
 
Because hardware interfaces transmit packets asynchronously and have a limited 
amount of memory, it may be the case that the memory is exhausted. Also, the 
hardware may fail, e.g. the system could loose an interrupt. If the device does not 
manage to transmit the packet after some timeout period, the transmission will be 
stopped and restarted and the transmit queue will be once more waken up by calling 
netif_wake_queue(). This transmission timeout management, in our driver, is 
carried out by tulip_tx_timeout(). 
 
Finally, function static int tulip_start_xmit(struct sk_buff 
*skb, struct net_device *dev) starts a sk_buff size packet 
transmission from the tulip device, as noted before. 
 
 
 
C.1.1.2 Packet Reception 
 
Receiving data from the network is trickier than transmitting, because a sk_buff 
must be allocated and handed off to the upper layers from within the interrupt handler. 
The first step is to allocate a buffer to hold a packet. The buffer allocation function is 
dev_alloc(), which calls kmalloc() with atomic priority; it can thus be used 
safely at interrupt time. To increase reception speed, tulip maintains a ring list 
(implemented as a table) of pre-allocated buffers. Once there is a valid sk_buff 
pointer, the packet data is copied into the buffer by calling memcpy(). The network 
layer needs to have some information before a packet is sensed. Therefore, dev and 
protocol fields must be assigned before the buffer is passed upstairs. On the same time 
the driver updates in its statistics counters that a packet has been received or dropped. 
The last step in packet reception is performed by netif_rx(), which hands off the 
socket buffer to the upper layers. 
 
The functions that manipulate completely packet reception are the following: 
 

• <tulip/interrupt.c> void tulip_interrupt(int irq, 
void *dev_instance, struct pt_regs *regs) 

 
This is the interrupt service routine for tulip. An interrupt is triggered to signal one of 
two possible events: A packet has arrived or transmission of an outgoing packet is 
complete. The difference between a new-packet-arrived interrupt and a done-
transmitting notification is made clear by checking the status registers from the 
physical device. According to the above decision, the interrupt handler calls the 
appropriate functions. In the case of a successful packet reception, function 
tulip_rx() is called. This is a place to insert the "firewall" code. 
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• <tulip/interrupt.c> static int tulip_rx(struct 
net_device *dev) 

 
This function is called only from tulip_interrupt() when a packet is being 
received. It puts the received packet in the receive ring buffers. Another responsibility 
of this function is to pass the packets from the received buffers to the upper (protocol) 
layers by calling netif_rx(). 
 

• <tulip/interrupt.c> int tulip_refill_rx (struct 
net_device *dev) 

 
This function performs the pre-allocation of the receive ring buffers. 
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D The Parallel Port Block 
 
The parallel port interfaces use the signals shown in the following figure15: 

 
Figure 51 

Parallel Port uses a typical 4-phase asynchronous handshaking protocol. In order to 
perform a transmission to the peripheral device, the PC must use the following 
protocol. 

 
Figure 52: ECP mode Forward 

 
If the peripheral wants to transmit data to the PC, it must conform with the following 
timing. 

 

                                                 
15 These 4 figures are kindly provided by George Kalokerinos (kalokerinos@ics.forth.gr) 
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Figure 53 ECP mode Reverse 

 
Figure 54: pPort core 

 
A parallel port module is provided16 and its interface is shown in the figure above. 
This module is written in synthesizable Verilog HDL.  
 
From the software point of view, GNU/Linux’s lp driver was used. This driver is 
based on parport and  parport_pc modules, as shown in the following figure. More 
information on this driver can be found in Chapter 8 of [4]. 
 

 
Figure 55: Stacking of parallel port driver modules (figure taken from [4]) 

 
 

                                                 
16 initially writen by George Kalokerinos 
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E Customized and “pre-read” Manuals (and other relevant 
information) of the components of the system.  

 
In following section there are collected and organized in one tagged PDF file all of 
the relevant manuals of the sub-components of the system. Some of them are slightly 
altered so that only the information needed is presented. 
 
 
 
 




